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Abstract 
 

A Distributed Information Brokering System (DIBS) is a peer-to-peer overlay network that comprises diverse data 

servers and brokering components helping client queries locate the data server(s). Many existing information broker 

systems adopt server side access control deployment and honest assumptions on brokers. However, little attention has 

been drawn on privacy of data and metadata stored and exchanged within DIBS. In this paper, we address privacy- 

preserving information sharing via on-demand information access. We propose a exile and scalable system using a 

broker coordinator over all network .Through innovative automaton segmentation scheme ,distributed  access 

control  enforcement ,and  query  segment  encryption ,our system integrate  security enforcement and query 

forwarding  while preserving  system-wide privacy  .We present  the automaton segmentation approach ,analyze 

privacy preservation hide-tails ,and ally examine the end-to-end performance and scalability through experiment 

sand analysis. The problem of privacy protection in information brokering process. We rest give aformal 

presentation of  the  threat models with  a  focus on  two  attacks: attribute-correlation attack and inference attack. 

Then, we propose a broker-coordinator overlay, a well as two schemes, automaton segmentation scheme and query 

segment encryption scheme, to share the secure query routing function among a set of brokering servers. With 

comprehensive analysis on privacy, end- to-end performance, and scalability, we show  that  the  proposed system 

can  integrate security enforcement and  query  routing while preserving system-wide privacy with reasonable 

overhead. 

 

Index Terms—Privacy, XML, Access Control 

 

 

1 Introduction 

 

In particular, while some applications (e.g., stock price updating) would need a publish-subscribe framework [3,6],the 

on-demand information access is more suitable for other applications. Examples include cases like querying for prod- 

ucts (parts) from manufactures and contractors network or providing emergency health care services to visitors (or 

tourists) whose medical records are not in local hospitals. Consider the following motivating example. 
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In recent years, we have observed an explosion of informa- tion shared among organizations in many realms ranging 

from business to government agencies. To facilitate efficient large- scale information sharing, many efforts have been 

devoted to reconcile data heterogeneity and provide interoperability across geographically distributed data sources. 

Meanwhile,  peer  autonomy  and  system  coalition  becomes  a  major  trade-  off  in  designing  such  distributed 

information sharing systems. Most of the existing systems work on two extremes of the spectrum: (1) in the query-

answering model for on-demand information access, peers are fully autonomous but there is no system-wide 

coordination; so  that participants create pairwise client-server connections for information sharing; (2) in  the traditional 

distributed database systems, all the participates lost autonomy and are managed by a unified DBMS. Unfor- tunately, 

neither of them is suitable for many newly emerged applications, such as information sharing for healthcare or law 

enforcement, in which organizations share information in a conservative and controlled manner, not only from business 

considerations but also due to legal reasons. 

 

 

2. Existing System 
 

The existing system supposes Alice owns a k-anonymous database and needs to determine whether her database, 

when inserted with a tuple owned by Bob, is still k-anonymous. Also, suppose that access to the database is strictly 

controlled, because data are used for certain experiments that need to be maintained confidential. Clearly, allowing 

Alice to directly read the contents of the tuple breaks the privacy of Bob; on the other hand, the confidentiality of the 

database managed by Alice is violated once Bob has access to the contents of the database. Thus, the problem is to 

check whether the database inserted with the tuple is still k-anonymous, without letting Alice and Bob know the 

contents of the tuple and the database respectively. 

 

Disadvantage: 

1.           The database with the tuple data does not be maintained confidentially. 

2.           The existing systems another person to easily access database. 
 
 
While the IBS approach provides scalability and server autonomy, privacy concerns arise, as brokers are no longer 

assumed fully trustable – they may be abused by insiders or compromised by outsiders. In this article, we present a 

general solution to the privacy-preserving information sharing problem. First, to address the need for privacy 

protection, we propose a novel IBS, named Privacy Preserving Information Brokering (PPIB). It is an overlay 

infrastructure consisting of two types of brokering components: brokers and coordinators. The brokers, acting as 

mix  anonymizers .are  mainly  responsible  for  user  authentication and  query  forwarding.  The  coordinators, 

concatenated in a tree structure, enforce access control and query routing based on the embedded non- deterministic 

finite automata – the query brokering automata. To prevent curious or corrupted coordinators from inferring private 

information, we design two novel schemes: (a) to segment the query brokering automata, and (b) to encrypt 

corresponding query segments. While providing full capability to enforce in-network access control and to route 

queries to the right data sources, these two schemes ensure that a curious or corrupted coordinator is not capable to 

collect enough infor- mation to infer privacy, such as “which data is being queried”, “where certain data is located”, 

or “what are the access control policies”, etc. We show that PPIB provides comprehensive privacy protection for 

on-demand information brokering, with insignificant overhead and very good scalability. 
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4 Related Works 
 

 
Research  areas  such  as  information  integration,  Web  search,  peer-to-peer    le sharing  systems  and 

publish-subscribe systems provide partial solutions to the problem of large scale data sharing. Information 

integration seeks to provide an integrated view over large numbers of heterogeneous data sources by exploiting 

the semantic relationship between schemas of dif f erent sources .It turns out that the PPIB approach will facilitate 

but is orthogonal to the information integration technology. Web search focuses on locating data sources with 

high precision and coverage. However, it only supports keyword queries with limited expressiveness. 

 

The problem of those tools is that, they are provided for the professional developers who are familiar with their 

databases, not for end-users proposed a system which allows end-users to customize the existing query form at 

run time. However, an end-user may not be familiar with the database. If the database schema is very large, it is 

difficult for them to find appropriate database entities and attributes and to create desired query forms. 
 
 

5. Proposed System 
 

 

In the current paper, we present two efficient protocols, one of which also supports the private update of a 

generalization-based anonymous database.  We also provide  security  proofs  and  experimental  results  for  both 

protocols. So far no experimental results had been reported concerning such type of protocols; our results show that 

both protocols perform very efficiently. 

 

Advantage: 

1.           The anonymity of DB is not affected by inserting the records. 

2.           We provide security proofs and experimental results for both protocols. 
 

 
MODULES 

1.           Co-Ordinator Module. 

2.           Broker Module. 

3.           User Module. 

4.           Admin Module. 
 

 
Co-Ordinator Module: 

In this module, the co-coordinator performs the global service between the two end users. Initially the Data Owner 

needs to submit the details of the patient in the server. 

Data Users needs to search the data which is stored in the servers and they give request for the data and the 

co-Ordinator sends the key to the Data users and the Data will be passed by the broker Way. 
 

 
Broker Module: 

In this module, the broker performs the role who can act between the Co-coordinator and the data Users. The request 

which are all submitted from the data user will be verified and thus it will be passed to the co-coordinator. 
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The data will be passed from the co-coordinator and thus it will be submitted to the End Users(Data Users). 
 

 
User Module: 

In this module, the Users are classified into two types they are, Data Users and Data Owner Depends on the 

restriction the data will be passed to the Co-coordinator. 

The co-coordinator pass the details via broker and the data will be checked with the secret key and thus it will 

display for the users. 

Admin Module: 

In   this   module,   to   arrange   the   database   based   on   the   patient   and   doctor   details   and 

records. The admin needs to register and register the Organization and Users Forms. 

 

 
 

6 Conclusions 
 

kering systems suffer from a spectrum of vulnerabilities associated with user privacy, data privacy, and metadata privacy. In this 

paper, we propose PPIB, a new approach to preserve privacy in XML information brokering. Through an innovative automaton 

segmentation scheme, in-network access control, and query segment encryption, PPIB integrates security enforcement and query 

forwarding while providing comprehensive privacy protection. Our analysis shows that it is very resistant to privacy attacks. 

End-to-end query processing performance and system scalability are also evaluated and the results show that PPIB is efficient 

and scalable. Many directions are ahead for future research. First, at present, site distribution and load balancing in PPIB are 

conducted in an ad-hoc manner. Our next step of research is to design an automatic scheme that does dynamic site distribution. 

Several factors can be considered in the scheme such as the workload at each peer, trust level of each peer, and privacy conflicts 

between automaton segments .Designing a scheme that can strike balance among these factor s iff s a challenge 
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